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How to Create Students Who Read is the Question;
Directed Independent Reading is the Answer
i?
ARTICLE BY KATHRYN

BELL

This English class has given me a great
thing: a love for reading. I went from hardly
ever reading unless the book was assigned to
reading as much as possible. I have read many
different authors, I have learned new
vocabulary words, I can even readfaster. I love
to read, that is what it comes down to. I'd
rather read a book than watch television.
When !just.finish a really good book, and
I'm all excited about it, I love to tell the class
about it. I'm thankful to this class because it
has given me a totally dilferent perspective
about reading.
Before this year, I was just sliding by on
reading, getting the shortest books, trying to
skip chapters. I used to think reading was a
waste of time. I hated it. Now I love it. I want to
read all the time.
- Shannon

that vital relationship that Shannon shows
she has developed.

The Beginning
In 1991, when I again began teaching
Senior English (British Literature) after 10
years with America Literature classes, I
enjoyed reinvestigating the familiar literature
and research components and planning ways
to incorporate more writing process work.
Another joyful aspect of the teaching
assignment change was that my colleague Liz
Webb and I became a team to plan the year's
activities in the course. We swapped and
discussed ideas, materials, and questions, as
we pondered our goals, hopes, and the
existing curriculum.
That first year went well, but something was
missing for our students that was very much
a part of both our lives. We wanted to help
students discover the pleasure of reading.
Several articles in the NCTE English Journal
and elsewhere described techniques teachers
were using to engage their students with
personal, individual reading for pleasure and
growth. From this strong desire to give
students what we value so much in our own
lives came what we call Directed Independent
Reading in Senior English.
Introducing workshop approaches in our
high school classrooms provided exciting ways
to increase all students' reading involvement,
pleasure, and skill. The approaches we
planned and implemented also helped
students expand their vocabularies and
broaden their awareness of many craft and
social issues. Directed Independent Reading
created a new opportunity for students to
explore books.

This comment came at the end of a class
called Directed Independent Reading. The
class, however, didn't happen overnight nor
did I envision and plan it alone. It started with
some realizations. I knew that high school
students have wildly diverse relationships
With and attitudes toward reading. Some have
shunned books for years, while others steal
every available moment to read. Every spring,
watching non-readers graduate into the adult
world distressed me. Students without a solid
relationship with books didn't experience as
much personal growth as their reading peers,
and I knew that pattern was likely to continue
after high school. Since I believe that all
teenagers deserve the pleasure and benefits
an on-going personal relationship with
reading can bring, I was determined to change
my traditional practice in my high school
English classes that rarely invited or nurtured
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observations, in addition to the directions
suggested by teacher prompts. They talk
about their books and ideas with the teacher
and their classmates in conferences, progress
talks if they are reading an exceptionally long
book, quit talks if they no longer want to
continue with a book, and book talks when
they complete a book.
The initial book pass and subsequent book
talks allow students to explore and become
engaged with new authors and genres. Weekly
page requirements and regular sustained
silent reading periods keep them reading.
Response log entries, questions to explore,
and techniques like double entry journals and
dialogue journals encourage active reading.
Book talks to the class and reading
conferences with the teacher create
opportunities to discuss their thoughts about
reading and the books they choose.
Book/ author logs and book talk sheets help
them keep records of their readings. Selfreflection prompts, teacher questions, and
exam questions about their readings let them
evaluate their reading and the books they
choose. Theme and discipline connections,
book comparisons and evaluations, and
written and oral discussions of applications of
ideas and situations they discover in their
books help them see connections between
their readings and other areas of their lives.
They record at least three new vocabulary
words and definitions per week, and they keep
a reading record of all the books they read.
Modeling is a powerful motivator and factor
in the success of this program. I read every
day and share my books and reactions in
book talks, too. In the early years of the
program, I compiled a large classroom
collection of books from my own purchases,
garage sales, and local library annual sales. In
the second year of the program, parents,
students, and other teachers began
contributing books, too.
As students did all this together, they
entered new stages in their evolving
relationships with reading. No matter where
they started, every student became more
involved with reading during Directed
Independent Reading. Not all students
continue their connection with books when

The Heart of the Approach
DIR embraces many of the philosophies of
writing workshop, and some practitioners call
the concept reading workshop. Students use
personal choice, response logs, reading
records, book talks, conferencing, reflection
and assessment, guided questioning, and
speaking and listening to examine and shape
their interactions with reading and books. The
classroom becomes a community of readers
who grow in their knowledge of books,
authors, literary techniques and genres,
standards, vocabulary, personal preferences,
and the personal empowerment that comes
from reading.
In the independent component of the
program, students read books of their own
choosing, by authors who appeal to them.
They organize their own reading, weaving time
with books into the busy pace of their
academic, athletic, social, and work lives.
They make decisions about how much they
will read each week, always knowing the page
expectations for the marking period. The
directed part of the reading program comes
with the teacher-provided structure. We
expect them to always be reading a book and
to read an average of 100 pages per week. If
they fall short during a busy week of play
production or district athletic playoffs, they
know they can compensate the next week, as
long as they reach 900 pages by the end of the
nine-week marking period. We create and
share four or five prompts each week for them
to use as response starters in their reading
logs. We generate many, many different
prompts for reading response so students
understand how genuine response differs
from plot summary. They are always free to
write about their own questions and
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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they leave their English classes, but more
grow in love, skill, and frequency of reading
than ever did before. One of our district goals
is to graduate students who are life-long
learners. The most effective thing we can do to
reach that goal is to help students become
life-long readers.
Sometimes, the road to engagement can be
a little rough. Non-readers initially react with
disbelief, resistance, and even anger when
they first hear the expectations for Directed
Independent Reading. Then they try to find
creative ways to avoid doing the reading.
Faking it is a popular tactic for those
students, but it usually isn't successful.
Students just beginning Directed
Independent Reading who try to fake reading
soon find themselves confronted by their
classmates who are readers. One engaging
and self-confident senior gave a book talk on a
novel that was also a movie. When his peers
questioned him about the ending, his
responses were based on the movie version,
which differed from the book. They laughed
and confronted him with his attempt to slip
one by us. He sheepishly admitted his
subterfuge to his classmates. We goodnaturedly grounded him from books that were
also movies for the rest of the semester, and
he joined the crowd of real readers. I never
wony about the movie/book controversy for
just that reason. In every class, someone will
be familiar with the movie and usually the
book it came from, too. Letting students
compare two versions of the same story allows
for some pretty high level critical thinking.
And letting students monitor and assess the
validity of each others' reading leads to pretty
responsible readers.
Some teachers may worry about trying to
direct a class when they haven't read every
book their students are reading. By adding
books I've read to the classroom collection, I
do have a handle on some of the things they
read, and I'm able to suggest titles as I come
to know each student's reading preferences.
But even if I haven't read the books they are
reading, I don't find that a problem. Actually,
instead of limiting a teacher, knowing that no
one can read everything expands possibilities.
I have read books I would never have
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL

discovered without Directed Independent
Reading because students are as eager to
share their new discoveries as I am. And
they're just as enthusiastic and engaging
about it.

Student Experiences with DIR
One senior who insisted I try the teen novel
Plague Year by Stephanie Tolan wouldn't tell
me what the title meant, or if my guess was
correct, saying "You'll have to read it to find
out." I read it in one sitting, saddened by how
it illustrated the irrationality and cruelty of
humans to each other, and have since
recommended it to others in much the same
way my student enticed me.
When a class becomes a community of
readers, everyone becomes part of the whole
experience. I never plan to read any of the
myriad V. C Andrews "dysfunctional family"
books, but I have heard so many book talks
on all the books in all the series that I can
conference with enough knowledge about
them to have a satisfactory discussion. Of
course, my contributions usually consist of
questions along the lines of "What do you
imagine her childhood was like to lead her to
write this book?" or "Are you noticing any
common elements among these books?" They
lead us to interesting conversations. After all,
the central importance of any book lies in the
impact it has on the reader. Because I don't
feel compelled to make sure my students
catch every nuance or possible literary device
in every book they read, we are freed to
discuss books reader to reader, talking about
our reactions, observations and questions as
we read. And often, those very topics do come
up spontaneously in our conversations and
their written responses, so the traditional
becomes part of the new approach naturally.
During DIR, students' feelings may change
from active violent dislike to mild acceptance,
or from heady infatuation to rock-solid
committed love, but reading never gets
completely rejected, even by those students
who for whatever reasons didn't always
manage to complete the expected number of
pages. Students who try every means to
escape the spell of reading find themselves
enticed regardless. Aversion becomes
45
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J .J. started to read and wrote the response
above, I breathed a sign of relief. He may not
have appreciated or understood Macbeth with
the class, but becoming a reader gave him
some of the basic tools necessary to someday
do so if he chose.

Even students who readjust the basic
requirements for Directed Independent
Reading found themselves reading more
than ever before.
The quantity of reading that I did this
year was by far more than I had ever done
before. I didn't really like reading all that
much, but after a while, I enjoyed reading
a lot more. Mark, 95

attraction (and obsession) after weeks of
avoidance. For most students, even nonreaders, finding the right book at the right
time can work magic.

Starting off this semester, I read at a
very slow, barely moving pace. I was
lucky if I even picked a book up at all. I
hated to read and I simply dreaded taking
the time to flip through the pages. But as
time ticked away and it came down to a
grade, I got my rear-end in gear and
decided it was time to look at a book. So I
did, and this most amazing thing happened. I found myself consumed with this
book like no other book had done before.
This was the first Vampire book I had
ever read, and you should have seen the
expression on my face when I found out
that it was the first book in a series called
The Vampire Chronicles. I had to beg my
mom to get them all. From that point on I
have a whole new attitude toward
reading. I feel it has opened new worlds to
explore.
The one thing that has made the biggest
impression on me would have to be the
completion of my first real book. After
reading it, Ifelt like I had an addiction to
it. I kept wanting more and more. I leaped
into new worlds that I never knew existed.

Students' commitment to reading ranges
from friendship to ardor to polite
acquaintance. Some complete over 20,000
pages a year, some 2,200. The average for
readers in my three senior classes was 4,300
pages, well above the 2,700 required. No one
regarded books as an enemy, or reading as
punishment. Their comments about
themselves and reading satisfy and inspire me
to continue the approaches that generates
such response. Each person's individual
insights ring with their individual voices and
are alive with their individual feelings.
When students wrote about the influence of
reading in self-assessments, reflections,
reading response logs, and semester exam
essays, their observations reinforced our
decision to create daily opportunities for
students to engage themselves with books at
the level they decided was most appropriate.
No choice was ridiculed, no author criticized
(except sometimes by the reader), no student's
response or progress labeled below grade
level. We simply allowed students the same
courtesy given to adult readers - the freedom
of choice. If pulp fiction attracted them, we
applauded their involvement, even while we
knew those works were not going to join any
listing of the canon compiled or subscribed to
by English teachers and scholars. If a senior
lingered too long with R.L. Stine or Dean
Koontz, we suggested other titles and authors
he or she might enjoy. In earlier years of
Directed Independent Reading, one teacher
direction was that a student sample a new

J.J., 93

J .J. didn't earn enough credits to graduate
with his class. Until he started to read, I
despaired of ever being able to provide him
anything of value because his attendance was
spotty at best and he politely never engaged in
any classroom assignment that didn't interest
him. For J .J., that included most of what we
did in Senior English, unfortunately. When
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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author after reading three books by the same
author. Even that came to feel too rigid and
inconsiderate of students' personal
relationships with books, especially when it
became obvious that gentler and more natural
ways exist to expand student choices.
A powerful factor in moving students into
other genres and stretching their repertoire is
the modeling teachers can do as readers.
During the 1994-95 school year, I read 80
books. My students heard book talks on every
one of them, and most became part of our
classroom library. One senior who started the
year with a Nancy Drew mystery read Frank
Conroy's magnificent 532-page book Body
and Soul. I loved that book, and the students
could tell when I told them about it. In her
book talk to the class after she finished Body
and Soul, Katie said,"It was tough at first, but
Mrs. Bell thought it was so good that I kept
on. And I really liked it." She never read
another Nancy Drew book that year, either.
For already committed readers, Directed
Independent Reading allows a special
relationship to become even more timeconsuming. As a reader who is also a teacher,
I cherish the opportunity that Directed
Independent Reading gives to me personally.
For too many years of my teaching career, I
did most of my choice reading in the summer
months. Now I can and do read books of my
choosing (as opposed to curriculum-tied
material) year-around.
We all want others to appreciate those
activities we regard as important and
rewarding. Because reading is the most
important learning activity students will ever
have, watching them become involved with
books makes me happy. Reading provides the
most significant opportunity for selfdevelopment we can create.
Changing the approach and expectations in
the classroom frees many students from the
stifling restrictions of traditional English class
practices. Just getting into a new situation
With books increases the interest for some.
Sometimes the best thing a high school
teacher can do is match-make a little with
book passes and book talks to get students
exploring and sharing books, encourage a lot
by suggesting books to students based on
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL

their past reading and interests, and reward
achievement. We give suckers or candy with
great fanfare to celebrate each 1,000 pages
read. Then we can beam with gratitude (and
relief) when a student's romance with reading
flourishes.

My attitude toward reading this year is
the best it has been since the fourth grade!
As I got into middle school and high
school, there were always book reports.
This slowed down my reading since I'd
usually just cram my reading into a Jew
nights, not eryoying it at all. Now it seems
I can't read enough! I want to read every
book in the world, and I want to read all
the time. Already this year I've read more
than during my first two years of high
school. I'm so thankfulfor the reading
system this year; I've never been so
excited about reading a book or finishing
it. Lara, 94
Directed Independent Reading helps all
readers find ways to indulge their cravings for
books. During silent sustained reading time in
my classroom, the only sound is the rustle of
pages being turned. When the egg timer goes
off to signal a move to another class activity
such as writing workshop, the students
remain engrossed in their books, hoping I
won't notice that reading time is up.

Usually I am an avid reader, but this
year I think that I have read even more
than I usually would. Being in this class
encouraged me to read as many books as
my brain could handle. I caught myself
reading three different books at one time
this year, and they were so good I didn't
want to finish any of them. Lindsay, 95
Lindsay didn't always complete the other
course assignments in Senior English and she
wasn't a traditional college-prep student, but
she always read, her analyses were penetrating, and she knew what was important. She
listened with interest to other students' book
talks and recommended titles based on what
she heard other readers say about their
preferences. She was a hooked reader.
Some student readers, like Ben, gained
something they had never had before.
47
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approaches in their classes, and soon reading
workshop became part of every class in our
high school English curriculum.
We notice positive signs of their increased
personal involvement with reading daily.
Students carried their books of choice to other
classes and to lunch, they read at their
lockers before and after school, and they
talked with teachers in other departments
who were readers. One junior admitted to
quitting a book because it was too big to fit
behind textbooks for other classes. I'm not
sure what fellow teachers in other
departments would think of that, but I grin
every time I remember it.
Our high school MEAP reading scores have
steadily improved, and parents and students
alike view the teenagers' involvement with
reading in positive and supportive ways.
Students get and give books as gifts, realizing
how such a gift compliments the recipient.
They recommend titles and swap books with
friends. Some books have waiting lists of four
or five students. One student was so eager to
read Cody Scott's Monster, a story of teen
gang life in south central Los Angeles, that
she bought her own copy rather than wait any
longer for it to be returned to the classroom
library.
But Directed Independent Reading does
more than create people who love (or at least
like) reading. Reading workshop also quickly
leads students into higher level thinking
skills. Even without an introduction to
Bloom's Taxonomy and his hierarchical levels
of response modes, students rapidly move to
advanced response.
Application is often the first and easiest
jump for students to make, because we all
read from who we are and how we understand
life. And those parts of books that speak most
directly and immediately to our
understandings are the portions which grab
our attention and reaction. Students write
and speak poignantly and clearly about those
reading encounters that connect to their own
human situations. I notice that when students
are able to choose the books they wish to
read, their response becomes more authentic
and personal.
Some students observations are painfully

My attitude toward reading has totally
changed. I cannot imagine myself not
reading or not having a book to read. Since
I started reading, I can honestly say I have
found a best.friend. Ben, 93

Ben came to America from Ethiopia in the
eighth grade for a better education. Until he
became a reader as a senior, I wasn't sure he
had made the leap into being a learner. As he
read black authors from many countries, eras,
and situations in Senior English that year, his
thinking, his confidence and his articulate
expression of ideas and questions blossomed.
He created a primary research project to
investigate the voices, concerns, and
observations of local black Americans, a tiny
minority in our small town, and Ben began to
shape his world rather than just be shaped by
it. Ben loved to talk about the books he read
and the ideas he was having, and his
classmates and I loved to join the discussion.
That year we all grew with Ben.

Other Benefits and Results
We noticed other powerful spinoffs, as well.
Students at all levels attributed improved ACT
reading scores to their new involvement with
reading. On the ACT reading section, one went
from an 11 to a 17, another from a 23 to a 31,
and another from a 31 to a 36. And they or
their parents told us that Directed
Independent Reading made the difference.
They noticed reading carryovers into other
courses, and enrollment continues to climb in
our elective Senior English class where
Directed Independent Reading first appeared
in our high school. Other high school and
middle school English teachers began to adapt
and implement Directed Independent Reading
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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candid. One student wrote about how she
sympathized with the main character who was
overweight and picked on because that was
how it was for her, too. Her response log went
on to discuss the cruelty of teenagers to each
other.
Another student related what he was
reading to his past experiences at the same
time he made observations about the genre
that were supported by his extensive exposure
to that type of book.

are able to hear from other readers often find
themselves expanding their range.

Dragons, true-life, magic, humor,
fantasy, informative, science-fiction: this
semester I have read more types of books
than in my whole high school career! I
found out reading different kinds of books
can be enjoyable ... and rewarding. Amy,
94

Trying new types lets readers find out many
things about themselves and the world.

In Daly Life, Chuck Daly talks about
wanting to play basketball all day every
day in the summer time. I was the same at
a time in my childhood. I have noticed in
my reading that almost all biographies are
alike. Probably 90 percent of the books I
have read in my life time are biographies.
All of them are alike in that they try to
make the subject of the book a hero. The
one exception to this is the Babe Ruth book
Ijustfinished. It tells the truth about him
He was a baseball player that hit the ball
hard, but he also had many personal
problems. His problems often outweighed
the greatness of his game. C. W., 95

I like how each question is answered in
only a page or two (in Why Do Clocks Run
Clockwise and Other Imponderables).

This keeps my attention and it makes for
fast reading. Even a boring question may
end up with a very interesting answer. I
have already learned a lot and I'm not
even halfway through the book yet. My
favorite thing I have read so far is the
question and answer about "Whatever
happened to pay toilets?" I never even
knew there was such a thing as pay
toilets. Heather, 95
Emerging with new questions and
understandings about life, making
predictions, and adapting ideas and
techniques for their own writing are all
examples of the synthesis that occurs for
thinking readers. They go beyond the books
into new explorations and applications for
themselves. Reading can change them in
significant personal ways.

As students read more, they become more
analytical and able to articulate what makes
them like a certain book or author or genre
more than another. They compare the growth
and development of a favorite author, and
they decide which stage of that author's
Writing most appeals to them and why. Other
students recognize their familiarity and
expertise with a specific author and ask them
questions about that author's style and
topics. They ask for recommendations of
specific titles by that author that the reader
especially liked. The teacher becomes only one
of many authoritative voices in the classroom.

It would be hard for me to express
exactly how and what I felt when I read
Shogun by James Clavell. The book
changed my attitude about life, death and
love. It's scary to think that the most
simple things can change attitudes and
contort traditional reason. The simple has
become complex and vice versa. This book
doesn't read, it lives. It's a beginning and
an ending. That's how Shogun affected
me. As Blackthorne changed, so did I.
Robert,93

I like to stick with the same writer
because I can always notice the difference
in their books as they become more mature
and knowledgeable writers. I also like to
compare books by the same authors
because they can have such different
styles of writing between two of their own
books. Elizabeth, 96

Students come to recognize and appreciate
reading as an introduction to unexpected
insights. I like the chance to introduce

Students who have freedom to choose and
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL
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However, I understand that it would be
difficult if you knew the person.
Christopher, 96
And the benefits from Directed Independent
Reading aren't just individual. When a
classroom of independent readers comes
together to study a single work, the
understandings and strategies they've
employed autonomously and individually
become powerful tools to shape a collective
reading. They can look to each other for
insights and clarification and pose thoughtful
questions to help themselves and their peers
explore and respond to an assigned reading as
clearly as they do their own choices.
Students also come to understand and
appreciate the many gifts books give to
readers who embrace them. Many teens (and
adults} appreciate the refuge reading can
provide.

students to books that had an impact on me
when I was their age. And it's especially
exciting when they have similar reactions, as
Bill did to The Naked Ape.
The Naked Ape by Desmond Morris
would have to be the most influential book
I've ever read. It gave me a whole new
perspective on society and even the whole
human race. I guess what intrigued me the
most would be how he compared Man to
primates and carnivores. It totally made
sense to me. This book may have began
my metamorphosis from blood and guts
fiction to non-fiction and semi-realistic
fiction. Bill, 95

When I am having a bad day or week, I
can read and in a weird way it's like it
takes me to another time and place away
from all my worries. And I can stay there
until I decide I want to leave (or the book
ends!!). Wendi, 94
Because education is growth, students who
become readers soon recognize what is
happening to and for them through their
interactions with books.

And, of course, readers who discuss,
debate, share, embrace or reject ideas,
characters, styles, lifestyles or themes ~hey've
encountered in their readings are evaluating
the issues that are part of being human, and
in the process shaping what it means for them
to be human.

Reading has made me grow as a
person. Its given me dijferent views,
dijferent reactions to situations. I'm glad •
that I have this appreciation for reading
now. Reading really is a remarkable thing!
Shannon,93

My main character did have a very
difficult decision to make. He has to decide
whether he will save one life or 2,000 lives
ansomnia by Stephen King). The one life
is the life of someone he knows and the
others are lives of people he really doesn't
know. This was a very difficult decision for
him.
I don't know what I would do if I were in
his situation. Ifeel that one life is not more
important than the lives of 2,000 people. I
feel that each is just as important as any
other, but if you have to make a choice it
would be a greater service to humankind
to save 2,000 people rather than one.
MICHIGAN LITERACY CONSORTIUM JOURNAL

Getting to this point involved many
changes. When DIR became part of the Senior
English curriculum, many content changes
occurred. We abandoned the written research
paper (to Junior English} and eliminated
entire-class British literature study except
Macbeth and Beowulf. These drastic,
deliberate cuts created the time necessary for
our students to immerse themselves in
reading and the other course strands of
writing workshop/ portfolio creation and the
primary research project and presentation.
We felt empowered to make the changes we
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thought were needed because our district has
made a K-12 commitment to writing
workshop, and many of the practices and
beliefs that guide a writing process approach
also support a reading workshop approach.
After five years of DIR, students'
experiences with reading are more authentic
and challenging. Their reactions and their
parents' responses support the decision to
emphasize choice, personal involvement and
input, authentic demonstrations,
collaboration, revision, reflection and
alternative assessments as ways to turn
students into readers.
Seeing students reading and discussing
books with enthusiasm and authority may be
one of the most rewarding achievements of my
teaching career. I love Directed Independent
Reading because I love what it does for
students. Every student who reads and thinks
changes in significant and positive ways.
There are as many reasons to read as there
are readers. What is important is the
engagement with books and other readers.
When readers graduate, we send them off with
a most important relationship to comfort,
guide, protect and stimulate them. They do
not leave alone.
Before Directed Independent Reading
became part of our high school curriculum, I
used to wonder at graduation if even our most
demanding English classes had adequately
prepared the students for life after high
school. Now I fondly watch students who are
readers walk across the stage with their
diplomas and know that they leave us with
something more important than that
certificate, because they leave able and willing
to use the power of reading for the rest of their
lives.
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Kathryn Bell is an English teacher at
Hillsdale High School.
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